Reggae Revision
You need to revise the key features of the Jamaican styles of reggae, ska and rock
steady in preparation for your listening exam next week.
Ska (late 1950s)

4 beats
in a bar.
.

Rock

Fast tempo

A form of
dance, so
upbeat,
lively feel.

Use of same skank
rhythm as ska, but
not as
fast/energetic.

Moderate
tempo

Drums, electric
guitar, bass
guitar, vocals.
Use of jazzy horn
section to play
riffs – trumpets
and saxophones.

Use of a
jumpy offbeat
skank rhythm,
with chords
played on
every other
quaver beat.

Loud bass guitar playing a
steady 4/4 beat. Use of
brass instruments to play
riffs. Electric guitar plays
chords. Drumkit provides
beat.
Not necessarily in a Jamaican
accent, due to the popularity
of rock steady leading to it
spreading to other areas of the
world.

Lyrics about
local issues,
everyday life.
Uses a
Jamaican
accent.
Steady (1960s)

Lyrics are about
struggles in modern life.
Repetitive, simple lyrics,
which were easy to
remember.

Beats 2 and 4
emphasised
by the drums.

Reggae (Late 1960s – 70s)
Lyrics are about
personal experiences
andSlow
everyday life,
covering topics such
tempo.
as religion, politics,
social issues etc.
Sung in a Jamaican
4 accent.
beats in a bar. Beats
2 and 4 emphasised
through the skank
rhythm.

Relaxed,
laid-back
atmosphere
.

Organ plays chords and
riffs. Electric guitar plays
chords to emphasise
beats 2 and 4. Bass guitar
plays a prominent bass
riff. Often a percussion
introduction before the
music starts (especially
popular in Bob Marley).

In the listening test, you will need to know the meanings
of the musical elements. Learn these words and their meanings!

Dynamics: Volume – loud or quiet
Tempo: Speed – fast or slow
Pitch: High or low notes
Rhythm: Pattern of long and short notes
Timbre: Which instruments can you hear?
Texture: Thick / thin How many parts are playing at the same time?
Beat: How many beats in a bar? Time signature?
Duration: Long or short notes
Suggested revision activities
1. Follow the link below to a playlist of reggae, ska and rock steady tracks.
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLKGiQxTG1bK9TXZu1F_7uTvsY33iVcHNS
Choose one or more songs to listen to, and write about what happens to the musical
elements in them.
Can you identify the correct style (reggae, ska or rock steady) for each song?
2. Make a set of flash cards to help you learn the elements of music and the key features
of the three musical styles.
3. Create a set of quiz questions and test yourself, test a friend, or ask someone to test
you.
4. Make a list of the instruments used in each of the three styles. Then use youtube to
listen to examples of these instruments, so that you can recognise them.

